Introduction: The H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) codec has introduced multiple reference frames (MRF) for inter-prediction, in contrast to the single-reference frame of the earlier codecs such as H.263 version 1. In addition to the increased compression efficiency obtained by MRF, soon it was realised that MRF could also be used as a technique to prevent error propagation in video streaming systems with back channels as an alternative to inserting additional intra-coded data. Since MRF allows several reference frames (max. 15 frames) for prediction, when transmission errors occur in a frame, the decoder can signal back to the encoder that this frame should not be used for future prediction, hence preventing error propagation [1] . When there is no back channel, e.g. in 3GPP's Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service [2] , MRF might still be employed [3] if temporal error drift can be reduced by placing intra-refresh (IR) macroblocks (MBs) alongside the normally inter-coded MBs of predictively-coded P-frames. One way to do this, with no loss of generality, is to place a line of intracoded MBs within each frame, with the position of the line cycling in a horizontal or vertical direction for each successive frame. Other IR patterns are also possible, e.g. as occurs in [4] . This Letter investigates the behaviour of MRF with a cyclic intra-refresh line over error prone channels.
Methodology:
In this Letter's experiments, the GOP coding structure consisted of an initial intra-coded IDR-frame followed by all intercoded P-frames, i.e. IPPPP. . .., in a manner suitable for mobile applications as the data rate is stabilised and the absence of B-frames reduces computational complexity. Apart from the forced IR MBs, a P-frame can contain naturally intra-coded MBs inserted by the encoder when intra coding is more effective (e.g. scene changes or when a new object appears in the scene). Standard test video sequences with a common intermediate format (CIF) (352 × 288 pixel/frame) at 30 Hz were encoded by a JM15.1 H.264/AVC encoder with constant bit-rate (CBR) at 1 Mbit/s and using context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC). The H.264/AVC stream was packetised in real-time protocol (RTP) mode with a maximum slice size of 1 kB to avoid slice fragmentation at the network level and a total of 300 frames were used for each test. Error concealment at the decoder was set to be motion copy where lost slices are concealed based on motion information from previous frames. When intra-refresh is added, a line of MBs in each frame is intra coded, such that after 18 frames (a CIF image has 18 MB lines) the whole picture is refreshed. Results of the experiments are plotted against video data loss rate in the range of 0 -10%.
Results: Fig. 1 shows the quality of received video against video data loss rate for the Stefan sequence, without intra-refresh lines and when the reference frame buffer is limited to one and seven reference frames. It should be noted that increasing the number of reference frames improves compression efficiency, but there is little gain for a larger number of frames. The maximum number of usable reference frames is picture content dependent and notable gains can be seen with 5 -10 reference frames. Hence, for clarity of presentation of results we have compared one and seven reference frames. Despite the fast motion of this sequence which reduces correlation between the frames, and in particular those further away, 7-reference frames outperforms the single frame encoding, across all loss rates. When intra-refresh is added to the video, the quality of both referencing methods is improved by more than 4 dB, but that of the single frame is superior to that of 7-frames as shown in Fig. 2 . One explanation for such behaviour is as follows. Using a line of intra-refresh MBs, not only that line is free from error propagation at the receiver, but also in the following frame, that part of the picture is an error-free reference that also prevents error propagation. When a single reference frame is used, these good quality MBs are used as references, but if multiple reference frames are used, the encoder might not choose them, but instead chooses MBs from other parts from older reference frames which results in a better rate distortion. In general, as the number of reference frames increases, owing to more choices available for the encoder, it is more likely that non-refreshed MBs are to be selected, impairing prediction and hence not to be able to prevent error propagation. Hence, a large number of reference frames results in lower error robustness than the single reference frame. Table 1 shows the quality difference against data loss between seven reference frames and one reference frame across a range of standard video sequences. As expected, with no data loss (0% loss rate), 7-reference frames gives a compression advantage of 0.4 to 0.7 dB over the single reference frame scenario. However, when data loss occurs, it is the single reference frame that performs better (the negative gain in the Table implies this) and this gain can be as large as 2 dB, depending on the loss rate. The gain is almost independent of the video content and is consistent for all types of contents, as seen in the Table. Conclusion: Multiple reference frames can improve compression efficiency of the codecs which outperforms the conventional single reference frame prediction, even when video data losses occur. When cyclic intra-refresh is introduced, the situation is reversed and the single reference frame is better than multiple reference frames. This is consistent for all video contents. Hence, in video streaming over highly error prone channels like wireless where cyclic intra-refresh is vital, only a single reference frame is recommended. 
